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                Kuhnke Valves Manifolds and Assembly Groups from Kendrion

According to individual requirements Kendrion Kuhnke Automation develops custom-fit mechanical components and compact assembly groups, based on its own standard pneumatic components or on basis of new developed Kuhnke products.

In combination with other Kuhnke products like pressure regulators, connecting elements and its long experience Kendrion Kuhnke Automation creates cost-efficient valve manifolds, which replace or simplify expensive island solutions or pneumatic standard components that are simply connected by hoses.The Kuhnke AirBoard®, a printed circuit board in which fluids can be directly moved, offers new possibilities for highest integration levels.

With the Kuhnke AirBoard® Kendrion Kuhnke Automation offers a plug-and-play mechatronic solution for a variety of fluid technology applications with gases and liquids.

The Kuhnke FluidBoard® consisting of laser-weldet plastic boards also offers a very cost-effective combination of electronics and fluid technology. It can be used in combination with a variety of process media, such as water or compressed air and is also compatible with aggressive media, such as ultra pure water or ink for printers.

Applications for Kuhnke valve manifolds can be found e. g. in pneumatic comfort seatings, dental instrument control units or mixing and dosing systems for clinical diagnostics and laboratory analysis.

Read more

	>Kuhnke Sub Plate Technology
	>AirBoard® as Vacuum Distributor
	>Highly integratable sub plate system FluidBoard® for label printing
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                    Adress: Unit 47, No.148, Sabz Building, South Jannat Abad, Tehran, Iran

E-Mail: info@vandaprocess.net

T/F: +98 21 22878900
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